Change Control vs. Change and Configuration Control... There is a big difference!

With Change and Configuration Control (CCC™) from Softool, you'll never drop the ball.

CCC is the Solution for the 80's:
While change management controls the changes to individual components within each version, configuration management controls complete versions and the relationship of their components to each other. With configuration management, all components of a given product can be organized, managed and tracked as a unit.

CCC Automates: management of changes and configurations • control over who makes what type of changes and where • tracking of trouble reports • reconstruction of previous versions • document control • management reports • archiving • and much more.

CCC is Interactive and Friendly:
It supports all programming languages, and comes with on-line tutorials.

CCC is a Proven Product: Over 1,500 Softool products are installed worldwide. CCC is supported on these computers: Apollo • DCL Ustation • DEC VAX • DG MV • Gould S.E.L. • Honeywell 6000 series (level 66, DPS 8/88) • HP 9000 • IBM 370, 30XX and 43XX • Sun Microsystems.

There is More: An integrated Programming Environment (PE™) is also available.

Call today for more details or a hands-on demonstration.

Softool Corporation
340 South Kellogg Avenue • Goleta, California 93117 • (805) 683-5777 • Telex: 658334
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